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NOTE 
By a Steiw System S(t, k, u), t G k s v ‘we ~uslual!y denote a pair (X, a), where 
X is a finite set and 9 is a family of subsets-called blocks-of X, satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(9 WI-U; 
(ii) ]Bil=k for every BiE@; 
(iii) every t-subset of X is included in exactly one block of CB. 
Much work has been done on Steiner systems and many interestihg results have 
been obtained. However, this is not what Steiner had in mind [3]. The problem 
posed by Steiner is to construct systems, which we shall call orig:inuI Steiner 
systems (OS!S) St(k, u), k G ZI. As above, an OSS St(k, s) is a pair (X, 9) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) \Xl=u; 
(ii) 9 z Uk=, a(n) and ]&I = n for e\ery Bi &B(n); 
(iii) every pairset {x, y)c X is contained in exactly one block of 98 (3); 
(iv) every i-subset of X, 3 G i G k - 1, which d~s not contain any block of 
Uf=B a(j) is contained in exactly one block of 9(i+ I); no block of 9B(i+ 1) 
contains as subsets blocks of U:=, a(i). 
Regarding the necess&ary conditions for the existence of St(k, u), Steiner already 
khew [3] that 
and accordingly ;all these numbers must be integers. 
For k r= 3 the OSS St(3, U) are clearly S(2,3, u) systems and the nece~~y 
condition for their existence is that v = 1 or 3(mod 6). It has been proved by 
Kirkmu [2] that this condition is also sufficient. For k = 4 the OSS St(4, u) are 
equivalent, to S(3,4,~ f 1) and the necessary conditions are the same as for 
St(3, u). It has been proved [l] that in this case also, this condition is sufficient fol* 
the i;xistence of;’ St(4, u). 
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The purpose of this note is: to Provo: that for every k 3 3 an CBS St&, TJk-’ - 1) 
exists. It can be easily checked that the necessary conditions are sat&d. 
Moreover, la&-t l)] = 0 whiich means that if St@, 2’-‘-- 1) exists and is con- 
structed no k ~~subsets of X satisfying (iv) are left and so the design ,.may be 
denotd as St&+ 1, 2k-’ - 1) with 8(k + 1) = $A 
Consider X = GF{2k-‘1~~~~~~~~,~~~y s1$f3$ ^ AI CT$&&$[a +’ iq.,$ndepe@ent if he 
sum of e’;ements of any nonempty subs% of A is different from zero. Clearly 
IAIdc-a- We cme k 5; ?difiining to it the SW op of its elements, u# A 
because A:$ indepndFntr The_ &sure 4,. of 4. @as the property that the sum of 
its efements i zero but all its proper subsets a& independent. I  is easy to see that 
the sets x form the family 91. of blocks of St@, ZkW1 - 1). 
As an example we shall construct the blocks of St& 15). As set of points X we 
use GF(14)\{0} with pri@jye marti; 3 sawing x4 = x + 1. The blocks will be 
denoted by {a, 8, 
a=0,1,2,3,4; (0, 1,4) l 2=, c=O, 1,mod 15; 
[(O, 1,3,7); (0, 1,65 12)*2=, c =0, 1; (0, 1,2,10)02~, 
d=O, 1,2,3]mod 15; 
(0,3, ci, 9,12)-r: b, 
b = u, 1,2; [{O, 1,2,9,13); (0, I, 3,6,10) 9 2=, c = 0,l; 
(0, 1,2,3,12) * 24 d = 0, I, 2,3; ’ (0, 1,2,6,7)- 2d, 
ci=0,152,3]mod15. 
This cons+action is based on the observation that if for a block B, xx~EIJ x’- 0, 
then also Cxi+l=O and Xx2’ =O. 
0f course for X could be t&en all nonzero (k - l)-vectors of O’s and l’s but if 
they are takw#n in an order Merent from this in GD(2k-1) the above o’bservation 
would,not apply and the construction would be messy. 
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